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I Need Help	

Enter up to four contacts to send your location to when
you are in need of help. Examples: Car breaks down on
the highway, stranded in an area unknown such as,
country roads with no street signs.	

Target: All of driving age and higher	

Developer:Tracy Fisher

PicSize	

Select pictures and format to a specific size while
keeping the same aspect ratio.Other general photo
editing functions: Arrange them on a sheet of paper
equally spaced for printing or export to .pdf, Save the
configuration, Open configuration.	


!

Target: All Ages	

Developers:Mike and Noah Hevey

!

RVC Police	

Information sharing app of public information distributed
by the RVC Police ( Sex offender info, activity logs)
also emergency contact auto dialer and anonymous tip
reporting. More features may be added.	


!

Target: General Public	

Developers: Todd Johnson	


!
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Heroes	

I would like to create an app on the people that I look up
to and what they have accomplished in Life. It will be
titled Heros. It can be targeted towards anyone honestly.
People that want to know what others have
accomplished.	


!

Target: All Ages!
Developer: Daniel King

!

Estige	

An app similiar to Instagram and Pinterest where one can
search up a font style and see the font style used in
graphic designs. The user can then submit their designs
and add tags with their font choice so all fonts are
searchable. The user will also be able to make an
account and be able to gain followers and follow others.	


!

Target: Graphic Designers	

Developers: Andrew Lambaren	


Spaceship attacp	

A gaming app where you have a row of ships you tap the
ship to fire and then aliens come down.	


!

Target: Gamers	

Developer: Ben Mapes	
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ByeBill	

App created to help with the process of paying utility /
cellular both postpaid and prepaid bill. Make it user
friendly. Including the ability to save customer
information and biller information. So user can log
in,select the biller (ex: Nicor) and input amount to be
paid, hit SUBMIT and its done.	


!

Target: Ages 18+!
Developer: Osbaldo Martinez

Expand Your Circle	

App that teaches people about different animals in
northern Illinois. The app will allow users to search for
specific animals, scroll through a list of animals in the
area, add favorites, and upload their own photos. 	


!

Target: Animal lovers, Northern Illinois	

Developers: Hannah McCullough	


They Came From The Ground Mobile (TCFTG)	

Defend yourself against an endless wave of zombies!
Store up your cash to unlock powerful weapons and
equipment! (2D arcade shooter)	


!

Target: Gamers. Teens & Adults	

Developer: Jonathon Moye	
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Remind Me, Don't Forget, Never Forget,
EverMind (WT)	

An app where you can remind yourself of anything:
appointments, grocery lists, cool web sites, things to do,
birthdays, anniversaries, etc. Notes can be voice
recorded. Notes can be pasted on top of your wallpaper
on the day you need to be reminded.	


!

Target: All Ages!
Developer: Andrew Stevenson
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